The Hellenic Society Prometheas invites you to a web presentation by:

JAMES H. BARRON

Author of
The Greek Connection:
The Life of Elias Demetracopoulos
and the Untold Story of Watergate

"This is a magnificent work, a triumphant combination of exhaustive research and fine narrative writing."—Doris Kearns Goodwin, author of Leadership: In Turbulent Times

Demetracopoulos had been so many things, and accused of being many more, that it was difficult to sum up his story. Journalist, Nazi resistance fighter and Wall Street consultant were among his callings; spy, egotist and “dangerous gadfly” were among the accusations. His life was so complicated it was hard to tell where one version of Demetracopoulos ended and another began.

James H. Barron is a journalist, attorney, and founding advisory board member of the New England Center for Investigative Reporting. A creator of the award-winning International Boston Initiative and Atlantic Rim Network, he has taught courses at MIT and lectured at universities in Paris and Tokyo.

Wednesday, February 24, 2021
7:00 PM

Follow the link below to attend the presentation:
https://youtu.be/J_MVpePJNAI

You can submit your questions by entering them in the YouTube chatbox during the presentation.